The hypercube as a parallel interconnection network has been of academic and engineering concern for tens of years due to its many merits. However, its increasing node degree is an obvious weakness. Some networks such as the cube-connected cycles (CCC) and the de Bruijn network have been proposed to overcome the increasing degree of the hypercube. In this paper, we present a new cost-effective network which outperforms the cube network. It can overcome the increasing degree of cube networks while keeping the advantages of the cube network such as logarithmic diameter, easy routing, optimal fault tolerance, and suitability for the ASCEND/DESCEND class of parallel problems. Furthermore, the proposed network achieves the logarithmic diameter with a very small constant node degree, 3 or 4.
Introduction
Interconnection network is one of the most essential components in parallel computer systems. The hypercube as a parallel interconnection network has been of academic and engineering concern for tens of years due to its many merits. Its increasing node degree, however, is an obvious weakness. Furthermore, the increasing node degree (as the number of nodes increases) directly or indirectly leads to the following drawbacks:
• Dally 2 proved that a low-degree thick link is more preferable than a highdegree thin link with respect to the fixed bisection bandwidth in fc-ary ncubes.
• For a wide class of applications such as signal processing and finite element computing, only a limited degree of each node needs to be used.
• The hypercube cannot be effectively embedded in a VLSI grid.
Given r" nodes, the binary hypercube 12 can be extended to the general hypercube. 1 The node degree in a binary hypercube or a general hypercube is increasing with the number of nodes. Many networks are therefore proposed to overcome the increasing node degree of the hypercube. Some networks reduced the node degree of the hypercube drastically such as the reduced hypercube 19 and the hierarchical hypercube. 7 Some networks reduce the node degree of the hypercube to constant degree such as the cube-connected cycles, 11 the de Bruijn network 3 ' 9,13 and the shuffle-exchange network. 14, 16 In this paper, we present a new cost-effective network which outperforms cube networks in terms of the typical cost measure of diameter x degree. It can overcome the increasing degree of cube networks while keeping the advantages of the cube network such as logarithmic diameter, easy routing, optimal fault tolerance, and suitability for the ASCEND/DESCEND class of parallel problems. In our proposed network for r n nodes, called the shuffle-ring (SR), we keep a ring connection only at the least significant dimension and let every node take part in shuffle connections.
Actually, shuffle connection has long been conceived as a vehicle to reduce the node degree. An rt-dimensional mesh of tree 6 has a tree connection along each dimension and hence the node degree is n, increasing with the network size. Leighton 6 proposed the shuffle-tree in which only the least significant dimension keeps a tree connection and the other dimensions employ the tree connection by shuffling (rotating) to the least significant dimension. Similarly, the shuffle-exchange network can be considered a shuffle application in the binary cube, and the SG or FG proposed by Pradhan 10 is a shuffle application in the generalized hypercube. 1 Hence, the shuffle-ring is a shuffle application in the r-ary n-cube. 2 We use the name "shufflering" in order to keep historical consistency with the shuffle-exchange network and the shuffle-tree network. Actually, these networks can be classified into one very useful family which can be called shuffie-X, where X may be tree, ring, cube, etc. Table 1 gives a comparison of some networks with r n nodes we just mentioned.
• The de Bruijn network, the FG network, and the shuffle-ring network can overcome the increasing degree of the hypercube with a constant degree provided that the radix parameter r is fixed. They are listed together in the table because they share the common feature of cyclic shift connection so that every dimension can reach the least significant dimension by a cyclic shifting operation.
• As far as cost is concerned, these networks have cost 0(rn), much better than the hypercube which has cost 0(m 2 ). This is because they keep the logarithmic diameter while improving the degree parameter. Also, these networks have better cost-effectiveness than the CCC whose cost is of order 0(n 2 ), for 2 n nodes, • The shuffle-ring has a constant degree (< 4) in any case regardless of the values of r and n. This property is very important, for example, in transputer-based systems. It leads to an easy layout of the shuffle-ring in comparison with the de Bruijn network and the SG/FG network (cf. Section 5). This property also leads to good scalability of the network since each node can be made from the same hardware module of a fixed degree.
• In practical systems, three or four parallel paths are enough for fault tolerance.
Those networks such as the SG/FG 10 and the de Bruijn network 3 ' 9 ' 13 with many parallel paths seem attractive, but in fact have the problem of heavy overhead in routing policy under fault conditions.
• Because of the ring structure of the shuffle-ring, directed shuffle-rings can function as undirected shuffle rings; and a directed shuffle-ring has a degree of only two. The de Bruijn network also has this property, but the SG/FG network, the shuffle-exchange network and the CCC have not. Section 2 presents the proposed network and its basic properties. Section 3 discusses communication operations such as routing and broadcasting. Section 4 discusses the suitability of the network for ASCEND/DESCEND algorithms and gives a detailed implementation of such algorithms on the shuffle-ring. Section 5 gives two schemes for the layout of the shuffle-ring in a 2-dimensional Thompson VLSI grid model. In the conclusion section, we point out further problems to solve which could enhance the suitability of the shuffle-ring as an interconnection network for parallel computers.
lengths from 1 to n. We call such a ring a shift ring. Shift rings with length n are called full shift rings; otherwise, short shift rings. Relation R arranges nodes which differ only in the least significant digit in a ring of length r, referred to as the tail ring. Apparently, SR{r,n) has r"™ -1 tail rings, each with the same length r. A very interesting property to be noted is that a shuflle-ring network has only ring connections: shift rings and tail rings. Furthermore, all such rings, shift or tail, are edge-disjoint with each other (see Property 5) . Because 5 and R are non-reflective relations, SR(r f n) is a directed graph. In this paper, we refer to SR{r, n) as the corresponding simple undirected graph after removing loops and duplicate edges. Why do we not directly define an undirected SR(r, n) with two-way links at the very beginning? It is because a directed shuffle-ring can function almost as effective as an undirected shuffle-ring since they have only ring connections: shift rings and tail rings. Note that a directed ring can function as an undirected ring with a doubled diameter-However, directed shuffle-rings need a degree of only 2 with 2 in-ports and 2 out-ports. When r -2, it is a binary shuffle-exchange network which has no tail rings since two nodes cannot form a ring. So, we assume r > 3 for SR{r,n) in this paper. For n = 2, some regular-looking figures for SR{r,n) are shown in Fig. l(a,b,c) . Fig. 1(d) shows Si2 (3, 3) . It appears to be rather difficult to find a pretty layout format for SRi^n) when n > 2.
A node (i n -i>-T*I>*O) in a shuffle-ring network has at most 4 neighbors: two neighbors in the same tail ring, which we refer to as the right neighbor R -(i n _i,...,ii,io + 1) and the left neighbor L = (i n _i,...,*!, to -*), %&d one or two neighbors along the shift ring (or link), which we call the shuffle neighbor S = (i n _2,...,to,»ti~i -1) and the unshuffle neighbor S = (io,t*_i,.*. ,h)-Another way of interpreting SR(r, n) is as follows: SR(r, n) can be constructed from the r-ary n-cube by removing all but one dimension of rings and then adding links to all nodes corresponding to a rotation of the original grid in n-space. The rotation links are cyclic shifts of one another. For example, (i n _i,i n _2,-.«, h,«o) is linked to (i«-2» -»h? in-i) and (io 3 in-u -•> h)- Fig. 2 illustrates such a construction of Si?(4,2) from a 4-ary 2-cube.
Below, we delve into the properties of the shufSe-ring. On one hand, they help us to get a deeper insight into the features of the shuffle-ring; on the other hand, they form the basic knowledge that equips us to study further issues regarding the shuffle-ring, such as physical layout and fault-tolerance of the network. {Readers can just skim through properties 4 to 6 because they are mainly for proving the optimal fault-tolerance of shuffle-ring networks.) Property 1 SR{r > 3,2} htis r nodes with degree 2 and r 2 -r nodes mth degree 3. Hence, the degree of SR{r > 3,2) is 3.
Proof. The tail rings contribute a degree of 2 to each of the r 2 nodes. Since n = 2, the shift rings in a directed shufHe-ring have length 1 or 2, i,e,, loops or duplicate edges in the corresponding undirected shuffle-ring. Hence, shift rings contribute a degree of 1 to each of the r 2 nodes except r nodes with index (i,i) for 0<i<r-l, • •<s> ®-
•» ^iT
(b)
#-0-e---« Proof. It suffices to note the fact that shift rings lead to loops on r nodes with index (i,i,...,i) for 0 < i < r -1 and duplicate edges between node pair {hj,hj, ->&, J) and (j,i,j,i, -,j,i) when n is even and i ^ j and 0 < i,j < r -1. Table 2 where A means the degree of a graph.
D Properties 1 and 2 are summarized in

Property 3 The number of shift rings is 0(N/ log 2 N).
Proof. A node is in a short shift ring if its index has a non-trivial symmetry with respect to cyclic shifts. In other words, its r-radix n-bit index must consist of a block of p digits which is repeated n/p times where p is the length of a short shift ring and may be any factor of n. As there are r p possible indices of length p, the number of nodes in short shift rings of length p is < r p . Hence, the number of nodes in all short shift rings (or the number of all short shift rings) is at most
Y^ r p = 0{r%) = 0(N')
where ^{n) denotes the set of all factors of n except itself. For example, ^"(12) = {1,2,3,4,6}. The remaining N -0(N =) nodes are in full shift rings and thus there are N/log r N -0(Ni/log T N) full shift rings. Plus 0(JV"2) short shift rings, the number of total shift rings is 0(N/ log r N), also 0(N/ log 2 N).
• Property 4 A shift ring goes through one tail ring at most one time.
Proof. Let A, denoted (o n _!,..., aj, a®), be a crossing node of one shift ring and one tail ring, as shown in Fig. 3(a) . Any other node at the tail ring can be represented as (a n _i,..., ai, a' 0 ) where a' 0 ^ ao-Any other node at the shift ring can be obtained by cyclicly shifting A and represented as A = (OJ_I, ..., aj, a 0 , a n _i,..., a, + iaj), shown as the outer circle in Fig. 3(b) . The start point means the least significant bit position from which the node representation of A can be obtained by clockwise unwrapping. The leap distance means the number of steps A cyclicly left-shifted from A. Suppose for contradiction that another node A shown as the outer circle in Fig. 3(b) of the shift ring also lies in the tail ring. So (aj_i,..., oi, ao, a n _i,..., aj+iOj) should be the same as (a n _i,...,ai,ao) except the tail bit position where a* ^ ao. At the first leap point from the start point, we derive that the two corresponding nodes at the outer circle and the inner circle are the same and equal to OQ. Similarly for the second leap point. Continue this process until arriving at the start point where we get a* = OQ. It contradicts with our assumption. Hence A must be A. Note that after exactly ^(i^ap.distance~n) * ea P s frorn the start point we must arrive at the start point. Here gcd means the greatest common divisor function. Apparently this property is valid for shift links. D
Property 5 All shift rings and tail rings are edge-disjoint.
Proof. It can be easily seen that all shift rings are node-disjoint and hence edge-disjoint and that all tail rings are node-disjoint and hence edge-disjoint. IrVom Property 4 we can see that any shift ring is edge-disjoint with any tail ring. D
Property 6 No two nodes at one tail ring connect to the same node as their shuffle neighbor or unshuffte neighbor.
Proof. Suppose that A and A' of one tail ring directly connect to B by shuffle rings. Then it is easily deduced that a shift ring containing B will go through both A and A', contradicting Property 4. Q An immediate result of Property 6 is that a tail ring has 2r neighbors if it has no node with degree 2 or 3.
Optimization
The node degree of shuffle-ring is always fixed at 3 or 4. However, the parameters r and n can change with respect to N, the number of nodes. Hence the diameter of shuffle-ring can change for different choices of r and n. The following theorem tells us how to choose a pair of r and n given N so that the diameter is minimized. Theorem 1 When r = 3, SR(r,n) has optimal diameter performance.
Proof. Suppose N = r n and n -log,. N. When r = 2? or 2i+l, by Theorem 2
we have d=-2-log, JV-1. log 2 r Assuming N is a constant and by discrete optimization, 1^1r takes the minimum when T -3, as shown in Fig. 4 .
• By Theorem 1 and Fig. 4 , we know that r should be as small as possible (except 2) in order to achieve the optimal diameter performance. (3, 8) with diameter 15. When r is even, 4 is the optimal value for r. Interestingly, this is consistent with the fact that the generalized hypercube 1 has optimal cost-effectiveness when taking a radix of 4 and that a multistage interconnection network 1 ' 8 has optimal performance when using 4x4 switches. From Fig. 4 , it is easily seen that SR(4, n) has a great improvement over SR (2,2n) which is really the shuffle-exchange network.
Communication
In this section, we will see that routing and broadcasting are very easy in shufflering networks.
Routing
We first give a routing path from source node s = (s"_i,..., si, so) to destination noded= (d n _i,...,di,do) in SR(r,n). Here R means one or more steps by going along a tail ring, and S means only one step of an r-Shuffle operation. Along each tail ring,
"Hereafter, operations such as addition and subtraction on digits of an r-radix n-bit address refer to r-modular operation. There are at most n -1 shuffle steps. At most n x [|J moves are needed at tail rings. | _ §J is the diameter of one tail ring. Therefore, we have the following theorem immediately. Theorem 2 The diameter of SR(r,n) is n + n x [|J -1.
Proof.
The above routing path shows that diameter < n + n x [|J -1. On the other hand, from node (0,0,...,0) to node ( §, §,..., §), we easily see that diameter >n + nx | _ §J -1.
• The shuffle-ring network admits self-routing of messages. Self-routing refers to the ability to route messages from node to node by using local information such as the destination address and tag digits contained within the message and without using routing tables and directories. It is assumed that each message carries n tag digits. These n digits, denoted by t = (t n -i,...,ti,to), are initialized to the destination address at the source node, as shown in Fig. 5(a,b) . The destination address d = (d n -i,. ..,di,do) is also carried by the message separately. When node p = (p"_i,.-,Pi,Po) receives a message, the following procedure, ROUTE, is executed to determine the next node in the path. SHIFT(m) does the left shifting of tag digits. SEND(e, m) means sending the message m to neighbor e, where e may be a right neighbor R, a left neighbor L or a shuffle neighbor S.
The above routing algorithm routes the message according to the routing path described earlier. However, we note that the present routing algorithm is not optimal since it does not route all messages along the shortest path between the two nodes in question. The same problem also exists in the shuffle-exchange network. (We will give the optimal routing algorithm in our future publications.) 
Broadcasting
Below we give a one-to-all broadcast algorithm, BROADCAST, for the shufflering network. Initially, only one node, s, has the data that need to be broadcast. At the termination of the procedure, every node will have one copy of the initial data. The broadcast algorithm is based on the single-port model, that is, each node is allowed to send a message along only one port at each step.
An example of broadcasting in SR (3, 3) is shown in Fig. 9 . For each processor p with address (pn-i,->Pi,Po)> the procedure BROADCAST is executed if the processor receives a broadcast message. SEND(e,m) and RECEIVE(e, m) mean sending a message m to and receiving a message m from the neighbor e, respectively, where e may be a left neighbor L, a right neighbor R, a shuffle neighbor S or an unshuffle neighbor U. The format of a broadcast message is shown in Fig. 6 . Tag field t = (t n -i,...,ti,to) is used to control the broadcasting at each tail ring by indicating the source node of the tail ring. Shift field s of length (n -1) is used to control the number of shuffle operations in any path. In a path from the source to any node, the number of transfer steps along shuffle links should be less than or equal to (n -1). At the source node of the broadcasting, the message is initialized as shown in Fig. 6(b) Fig. 7 , a one-to-all ring broadcast algorithm is embedded in the pro- cedure BROADCAST. Under the assumption of one-port communication model, Fig. 7 shows an optimal ring broadcast algorithm. As shown in Fig. 7(a,b) , the number of transfer steps is [ §J for even r and [|J + 1 for odd r, where | _ §J is the diameter of a tail ring. Hence we immediately have the following theorem.
Theorem 3 Under the assumption of one-port communication model, the algorithm BROADCAST is optimal, that is, it requires the minimal number of transfer steps.
Proof. The algorithm BROADCAST needs n-l + nx | _ §J steps for even r, and In -1 + n x | _ §J steps for odd r. Note that n -1 + n x [ §J is the diameter of the shuffle-ring network. Extra n steps are needed for odd r, due to the fact that one step more than the diameter is needed for broadcasting on an odd-length ring, as shown in Fig. 7(b) .
• However, procedure BROADCAST is not non-redundant, that is, some nodes could receive more than one broadcast message. While noting that to make the broadcast procedure non-redundant is difficult, we give an improved procedure BROADCAST1. An example of broadcasting in 5/2(3,4) using procedure BROAD-CAST1 is shown in Fig. 10 . We observe that in Fig. 10 some paths contain a series of consecutive shuffle operations, which, if not stopped from proceeding, would repeatedly visit the nodes along a short shift ring. Two such cases are avoided in CDfi-
CDJR (102) Fig. 9 . Broadcasting in SR{Z, 3) by Procedure BROADCAST; circled numbers indicate the step order; addresses in italics indicate those nodes repeatedly visited by a broadcast message. 
Emulation of the Hypercube on the Shuffle-Ring
In this section, we describe how to implement ASCEND/DESCEND algorithms on the shuffle-ring with no significant degradation of performance. Hence, we argue that the shuffle-ring can be a feasible substitute for the hypercube. AS-CEND/DESCEND algorithms 11, 16 are for a wide class of problems such as permutation shuffie/unshuffle, bit-reversal, odd-even-merge, bitonic sorting, Fast Fourier Transform, convolution, matrix transposition, and so on. In these problems, the data exchange pattern corresponds to the links of the binary hypercube in which each of 2 k processors is numbered from 0 to 2* -1 and is connected to each of the k processors whose binary numbering differs in exactly one binary position. Although the fe-dimensional binary cube (fc-cube) is the most natural interconnection to implement ASCEND/DESCEND algorithms in k -log 2 N parallel steps, some other networks such as the shuffle-exchange network 16 and the CCC n are suggested to substitute for the hypercube, which is due to the hypercube's weak points as mentioned in the introduction section, especially its increasing degree of each node.
ASCEND/DESCEND Algorithm
We adopt the notation used in Preparata's and Vuillemin's paper 11 
4-2. Implementation of DESCEND Algorithm on the Shuffle-Ring
We first quote the following theorem from Preparata's and Vuillemin's paper. [11] pp. 304-305), for details. We note that this algorithm needs 2 d+l exchange operations and d basic operations. Exchange operations, denoted as J-commi <*xe required for performing one data exchange on a pair of neighbors. Basic operations, denoted as T oper , are required for computing OPER(m, j; U, V).
• The whole DESCEND algorithm for N = r n = 2 dxn = 2* input on the shufflering can thus be described as follows: proc DESCEND for j «-n -1 step -1 until j = 0 do foreach m: 0 < m < N pardo R-SHUFFLE(m); foreach tail-ring pardo RING-DESCEND(r) od corp DESCEND
Suppose that the data D[i]
for i = 0,1,..., N -1 are initially distributed at processor P [i] . Each processor has an element to store one data. At each r-shuffle step indicated by R-SHUFFLE (m), every processor sends its data to its shuffle neighbor along the shift ring and also receives another data from its unshuffle neighbor. RING-DESCEND(r) indicates the procedure of DESCEND algorithm on a tail ring with length r. Under the assumption that r = 2 d , every iteration of RING-DESCEND^) finishes the basic operation OPER(m,j;u,v) at every d dimensions of fc-cube in the descend order. At last the original data D[i] should return to its home processor P[i] after being processed. There are n times of iteration of the outer loop. In each iteration of the outer loop, R-SHUFFLE(m) needs one parallel step and RING-DESCEND(r) needs 0(r) parallel steps. Hence, the total time is 0(rn), i.e., 0{^-log 2 N) which is not significantly degraded from the ideal time <9(log 2 N) since r is normally a small constant.
When r = 4, the exchange operations during the DESCEND algorithm on a tail ring can be saved. In this case, 5i?(4, n) needs the total time of n x T comm + 2n x Toper • With the same number of nodes, the shuffle-exchange network needs the total time of 2n x T comm + 2n x T ope7 . and CCC needs the total time of 4 x 2 m x T comm + (m + 2 m ) x T 0 p er where m + 2 m = 2n and the cycles connected by the cube have length 2 m . Hence, SR(4, n) is much better than the shuffle-exchange network and the CCC with the same number of nodes in terms of the emulation of the ASCEND/DESCEND algorithm. A comparison is given in Table 3 in which only T C omm is listed since T ope r is the same for the three networks. SE (2,2n ) means the shuffle-exchange network with 2 2n nodes.
Layout of Shuffle-Ring for VLSI
In this section, we first give a trivial layout scheme of the shuffle-ring network on a Thompson VLSI grid 17 with area 0(JV 2 / logiV), where log is in base 2. And then we give a non-trivial layout scheme with area 0(N 2 / log= N) by using complex plane diagrams. 4 ' 5 ' 15 For any iV-node graph with degree 3 or 4, Valiant 18 gives an upper bound of 0(N 2 ) for the layout area. For those interconnection networks which can finish FFT in time 0(log N), Thompson 17 gives a lower bound of 0(N 2 / log 2 N) for the layout area. Hence, our layout scheme with area 0(N 2 / log* N) is very close to the lower bound.
Layout with Area 0(N 2 /log N)
The r n_1 tail rings are numerically sorted along the horizontal direction. Each tail ring is also arranged horizontally. Fig. 11 shows the layout of 5i? (3, 3) . The horizontal length of the whole area is O(N). By Property 3, there are at most 0(N/log N) shift rings, each of which occupies three rows to be embedded. The vertical length is therefore 0 (N/logN) . Hence the area is 0(N 2 /logN). This very trivial layout scheme is also applicable to Shuffle-Exchange Networks.
Layout with Area 0(N 2 /log* N)
Leighton 5 and Steinberg 15 independently found the 0(N 2 /log 2 N) layout for the shuffle-exchange networks. We find that a similar layout scheme is also applicable to the SR networks.
Complex Plane Diagram. Hoey and Leiserson 4 observed that there is a very natural embedding of the shuffle-exchange network in the complex plane which is referred to as a complex plan diagram. Motivated by by their observation, we find a similar embedding of the SR network onto the complex plane.
Let <5 n = e~^ denote the nth primitive root of unity. Given any node a = (a"_i, ...,ai,ao) of SR(r,n), let p(a) be the map that sends a to the point in the complex plane:
_1 + ... + ai6 n + a 0 where 0 < Oj < r -1.
We have done this for 5i?(3,3) and 5i? (4,3) , as examples, and the results are shown in Fig. 12(a) and Fig. 13(a) , respectively. Furthermore, we observe the following two properties which can be easily proved by examining the above mapping function.
1. Shift rings occur in cycles which are symmetrically placed about the origin. The cycles are called necklaces. Those short shift rings of length less than n are mapped entirely into the origin of the complex plane diagram. Such cycles are called degenerate necklaces.
2. Tail rings are embedded as a horizontal line segment of length r. Such horizontal lines are called levels.
Level-Necklace Grid. This grid is derived from the above complex plane diagram as shown in Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 13(b) . Each row of the grid corresponds to a level of complex plane diagram. The columns of the grid are divided into consecutive column pairs, each pair corresponding to a necklace. Note that only one column is used for each of the degenerate necklaces < 0 >, < 13 > and < 26 > in Fig. 12 (b) since they each contain only one node. In general, two columns will be required for the degenerate necklaces, but the nodes of each such necklace should still be lumped together at a single point of the level-necklace grid, shown as necklaces < 10 >, < 20 > and < 50 > in Fig. 13(b) .
Given a level-necklace grid for an SR network, it is not difficult to get the final layout. The main step is to partition the tail rings in each row of the grid into non-overlapping subsets. Each subset can then be assigned to a pair of horizontal tracks of the layout. Fig. 12(c) is the final layout of SR (3, 3) produced from the level-necklace in Fig. 12(b) . Except for the row corresponding to the real line in the complex plane diagram, the assignment of subsets to horizontal tracks within a row is arbitrary. The assignment of horizontal tracks containing nodes on the real line must preserve the cyclic orientation of the nodes of the degenerate necklaces which are mapped to the origin. In the worst case, at most r n_1 = O(N) horizontal tracks are needed since there are exactly r n_1 tail rings. However, it is possible to get a better layout by reducing the number of horizontal tracks needed to embed the tail rings. As shown in Fig. 12(b) and Fig. 13(b) , we arrange the necklaces from left to right in order of non-decreasing weight so as to increase the average number of tail rings which can be inserted in each horizontal track pair. The weight of a necklace is simply defined to be the weight of any of its nodes. The weight of a node (a n _i,...,ai,ao) is defined as £™T 0 a,.
By Conjecture 2 in the following, we know that the maximum overlap of tail rings on each level is at most the number of nodes of weight \n(r -1) at that level. Since the maximum overlap of tail rings on each level is an upper bound on the number of horizontal tracks needed to insert the tail rings in that level, we can thus conclude by Conjecture 1 that the total number of horizontal tracks needed for inserting all tail rings is at most 0(N/^/logN). Considering that the width of the level-necklace grid is O(NflogN), the resulting layout will have area 0(N 2 / log? N). Although the embedding of tail rings at their two ends incurs additional vertical tracks, it still keeps the final layout width as 0{N/logN) . (3, 4) ; the tail rings are omitted for clarity; (b) the level-necklace grid for 5fi (3, 4) .
Conjecture 1 SR(r,n) has the largest number of nodes with weight |n(r -1). This number is 0( -JL=^).
Conjecture 2 SR{r,n) has the largest number of nodes with weight \n{r -1) at each level in the level-necklace grid.
We have written computer programs to verify the veracity of the above, and the result is positive. (We are still working on the mathematical proofs for them.) We also observe that Si? (3,3) is an exception for Conjecture 2. For Conjecture 1, we have formalized it as another mathematic problem. The number of node of SR(r, n) with weight m is just the coefficient C m of the following generation function. Hence the problem can be turned into proving that max{C m } = Ck n { r "i) -OW^ogTV). 
Conclusion
A small number of links per node (degree of a node), a small internode distance (diameter), an easy routing scheme and multiple parallel paths between a pair of nodes for fault tolerance are the virtues that any good network should possess. In this paper, we focused on these attributes in discussing the shuffle-ring. Besides, we also presented solutions to the layout problem for the shuffle-ring, which is another important problem of practical significance. For the optimal fault tolerance, we introduce an augmented shuffie-ring network below. Examples of shuffle-ring networks in Fig. 1 are augmented as shown in Fig. 14 . Because of space limitation, the proofs of optimal fault tolerance for the augmented shuffle-ring will be given in a separate paper. For example, when r -3 and n -4, we add three links to connect (0,0,0,0),(1,1,1,1) and (2,2,2,2) as a ring, and another three links to connect the lexically sorted edges < 1010,0101 >,< 2020,0202 > and < 2121,1212 > as a ring.
Among all shuffle-ring networks, we have shown that £i2(4,n) is much better than the shuffle-exchange network 16 and the CCC 11 in terms of diameter (hence cost) and emulation of the ASCEND/DESCEND algorithm.
•m ©- Of course, there are other important criteria for assessing a network such as degradation with faults, traffic density, embeddability and scalability. The following problems are possible items for further research.
&-
• To generalize SR(r, n) to allow mixed radix just like the generalized hypercube so that any number of nodes can be used to construct a shuffle-ring network.
• To find an optimal layout scheme with area 0{N 2 /log 2 N) for SR{r,n) on a Thompson VLSI grid.
• To apply the philosophy which the de Bruijn network, FG{r, n) and SR (r, n) share in common to SR networks; specifically, the tail dimension can be more than just a ring or a completely-connected graph; it could be a tree, a mesh, a cube or a second-level shuffle connection. For example, if the tail ring connection with a large value r in SR(r,n) is replaced by a binary shuffleexchange connection, the resulting network will be almost as efficient as the binary hypercube in implementing ASCEND/DESCEND algorithms. As another example, if the tail ring connection is replaced by the binary cube, we get a shuffle-cube network which might be better than the hierarchical hypercubes.
